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ABSTRA(:T 
Two geometric characteristics, namely cyclic dimensions and kernel multiplicities, 
are introduced for a square matrix. The connection between these characteristics and 
Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers is studied. On this basis two simple geometric proofs are 
given for the theorem about the change of the Jordan structure of a given matrix 
under small perturbation. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a matrix in CrtX”, and (T(A) be the set of all its eigenvalues. 
Let ml( A, A,,) > m,( A, A,) > a** > m,( A, h,,) be the sizes of all blocks 
corresponding to h, E a( A) in the J or d an form of A. For convenience we 
set mi(A, h,)) = 0 (i = t $ 1, t + 2,. . . , n). The numbers 
rn,( A) = c m,( A, A) 
Atu(A) 
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are referred to as Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers. They were introduced in [2], 
where the problem of complete description for the Jordan structure of a 
matrix which is a small perturbation of a given matrix A,, was posed. 
Moreover, such a description was conjectured in [2], and afterwards it was 
independently proved in [41 and [l]. B e ore f formulating their result, let us 
introduce the necessary notation. Let a = {a{};‘, b = {bi};’ be two vectors 
with nonnegative integer entries, such that ai z a,, I and hi > bi + , (i = 
1 , . . . , n - 1). We shall write a + b zf 
icIai < tbi (d = 1,2,...,n) and 2 ai = 2 b,. 
i=l i=l i=l 
THEOREM 0.1 [2,4,1]. Let the matrix A, E Cnx” be given. Then the 
following statements hold: 
(i) There exists E > 0 such that any matrix A E C”x” with (1 A - A,(1 < E 
satisfies 
(ii) The relations (0.1) are the only restrictions on the variation of the 
Jordan structure of A, under small perturbation. 
Note that in the case where the matrices A, and A are self-adjoint with 
respect to the indefinite inner product, there are restrictions additional to 
(0.1) on the Jordan structure of a perturbation A (see [7]). 
Here we may also remark that the proof of assertion (ii) of Theorem 0.1 
presents no difficulties and that it is essentially reduced to Examples 1 and 2 
given in the Appendix (see, e.g., [4, 11). 
Both proofs in [4] and [l] of assertion (i) were purely algebraic. In the 
present paper two new, simple proofs, which reveal geometric aspects of the 
relations (O.l), are given. These proofs are obtained as a by-product of the 
study of new matrix characteristics, namely cyclic dimensions and kernel 
multiplicities, that are introduced in the present paper. 
The dth cyclic dimension of a matrix A E Cnx n is defined as the 
maximal dimension over all A-invariant subspaces generated by d vectors. 
The behavior of cyclic dimensions under small perturbations of a matrix and 
their relation to Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers is studied in Section 1. 
The dth kernel multiplicity of A E CnXn is defined in Section 3 as the 
maximal dimension of the kernel of f< A) over all polynomials f(h) whose 
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degrees do not exceed d. The behavior of kernel multiplicities under small 
perturbations of a matrix and their relation to Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers is 
studied in Section 3. 
1. CYCLIC DIMENSIONS 
For any d vectors f,, fX, . . . , f,, E C” set 
S,(fi,...,f,l) = Span{f,,...,fd, Af ,,..., Af,l, A’f ,,..., A’f,, 
A”-‘f ,,..., A-If,}. 
In accordance with Cayley-Hamilton theorem, the matrix A” is a linear 
combination of the lower powers of the same matrix, and hence S,<fi, . . . , fcl> 
is the minimal A-invariant subspace spanned by vectors fi, . . . , fd. Introduce 
for A the cyclic dimensions by 
rd( A) = f ,,__ l~~~t,,dimS,(f,_...,f;,) (d = 1,2 ,..., n). 
The following theorem shows that cyclic dimensions may only increase 
under small perturbations of a matrix. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let matrix A, E Cnx” be given. Then there exists E > 0 
such that nny matrix A E CnX” with I/A - AoIl < E satisfies 
rd(AO) < r,(A) (d = 1,2 ,..., n) and r,,(Ao) = r-,(A). (1.1) 
Proof: Let 1 < d < n, and let f,, . . . , f<, be vectors satisfying 
rJAO) = dimSA,(fi3...,fd). 
Then there are numbers cqjk such that the vectors 
rl n-l 
gk = C C aijk AjO_6 [k = L.-J&%,)] 
i=l j=* 
form a basis in the subspace SA,( fi, . . . , fd). It is easy to see that for A 
satisfying 11 A - A,,11 < E with small E, the vectors 
g; = 5 n&iikAjh [k = 1,. . . > rd( A,)] 
;=I j=, 
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remain linearly independent. This implies the inequalities in (1.1). The last 
equality in (1.1) is obvious. 
In the next theorem we establish a connection between the geometric 
characteristics rr,( A) and the Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers m,( A). 
THEOREM 1.2. Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers and cyclic dimensions of any 
matrix A E C”’ n are related by 
‘dCA) = C mi(A> (d = I,2 ,..., n). (1.2) 
i=l 
Clearly, Theorem 0.1 immediately follows from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
Moreover, the relations (1.1) provide a geometric interpretation of the 
algebraic inequalities (0.1). 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on three nice properties of cyclic 
dimensions and of the Jordan structure of a matrix. These properties will be 
proven in the next three Lemmas 1.2, 1.4, and 1.5. Then, with this back- 
ground, we shall return to the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
The first lemma claims that cyclic dimensions have the property of 
additivity with respect to the spectrum of a matrix. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A E C”x” and A, _Nc C” be two A-invariant sub- 
spaces such that 
a( A/x) f’ a( AIN) = 0. 
Thenford = 1,2,..., n the following equalities hold: 
r,,( A~x+N) = r,l( Al,) + rd( AIN)+ 
proof. Let 5, = vi + +i, where cpi E&, & EJlr (i = I,2,. 
us first show that 
S,(cp,?...> 9(j) c S,(6,,...,5,1)* 
To this end choose numbers aijk such that vectors 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
d). Let 
(1.5) 
gk = C C "ijk Ajqi [k = l,... ,dim S,(rpi,..., 9d)l 
i=l j=l 
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form a basis in ~,(cp,, . . . , ~1. Furthermore, let f(h) be the minimal 
polynomial of the matrix AIN. From (1.3) it follows that the matrix f(Al~) is 
invertible. Hence the vectors f( A)gk [k = 1, . . . , dim S,(P,, . . . , qd)l ah 
form a basis in the A-invariant subspace S,(q,, . . . , cp,,) ~9. Furthermore, 
since f(A)+!+ = 0 for i = 1,. . . , d, we have 
f( A) g, = ; ‘Ii’ atJk A’f( A) cp, = ; ‘Ii’ qik A’f( A) 5,) 
i=, j=, i=l '=I 
and (1.5) follows. The inclusion 
(1.6) 
is deduced with exactly the same arguments. Furthermore, from (1.5), (1.6), 
and the obvious inclusion 
S,( 5, a.. .1 F,) c S/,(Po,,...> %,I + S‘4(@,,..., kf) 
it follows that 
The latter equality implies (1.4). The lemma is proved. W 
The next lemma asserts that when one passes from an arbitrary matrix 
A E C”’ a to its restriction AIL to an A-invariant subspace M c C”, the 
sizes of corresponding Jordan blocks can only decrease. The proof of this 
lemma can be found in [3, Theorem 4.1.41, but we shall give here another 
short proof. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A E C”“’ and 4 c C” be an A-invariant subspace. 
Then for each A, E (T(A) the following inequalities hold: 
q( Ah> 4,) G m,( Aa 41) (i = 1,2 )..., II). 
Proof. Let us observe that the number 
dimKer( A - h,,I)’ - dimKer( A - h,l)iP’ 
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is equal to the number of the blocks with the sizes at least i, corresponding to 
the eigenvalue A, in the Jordan form of A. In other words, 
max{Z:ml(A,A,,) >i} = dimKer(A - h,Z)‘- dimKer(A - h,Z)‘-‘. 
According to the latter equality, it is sufficient to prove the following 
inequalities: 
dim Ker (AlA - A,Z)i - dim Ker (Alx - AOZ)i-l 
< dimKer(A - A,Z)” - dimKer(A - &I)‘-’ (1.8) 
for i = 2,..., n. Denote by I E N the left hand side of (1.8), and let 
g1, * * * 2 $3 E Ker(Ald - h,Z)’ b e 1 vectors which are linearly indepen- 
dent modulo the subspace Ker(Alx - A,Z)‘- ‘. In this case the vectors 
g1, * * * ) gl E Ker (A - A, I)’ are linearly independent modulo the subspace 
Ker (A - A, I)‘-‘. This fact implies that the right hand side of (1.8) is at 
least 1. The lemma is proved. W 
Finally, Lemma 1.5 asserts that an A-invariant subspace generated by d 
vectors cannot contain more than d eigenvectors corresponding to the same 
eigenvalue. 
LEMMA 1.5. Given a matrix A E C”‘” and vectors fl, . . . , fd E C”. 
Then for each A, E (T(A). 
dim Ker( Als,(f ,,..., f,,) - &I) G da w 
Proof. Obviously, 
S,(fl, * * * > fd) = Span(f,, . . . , f<,> (AIsA~L....L,) - W)f,, . . . > 
(Ah ,..... f<,, - A&f,, . ..I 
(Ak,u i,..., L,, - W)n-lfw.., 
(Ab ,i.... L,, - A&-‘f$ 
According to the latter equality S,<fl, . . . , fd) is a linear span of dn vectors, 
only the first d of which may not belong to Im( Al s,(f,, ,fdj - A, I). There- 
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fore, the codimension of the subspace Im( Al s,cf,, ,f<!, - A, I) in 
S,<fi,. . , fd> does not exceed d, and (1.9) follows. The lemma is proved. ??
Now we are able to prove Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1 .l. In accordance with Lemma 1.3 it is sufficient to 
prove the equalities (1.2) for the simplest case, when the matrix A has only 
one eigenvalue A,. In the latter situation the equalities (1.2) are reduced to 
the following simple form: 
rd( A) = 5 mi( A, A,) (d= 1,2 )...) n). (1.10) 
i=l 
Let the vectors 
cp1,1>*..> %.,,,,(A,Ao)' 
(P2.1,...> ‘P2, rrr2(A. A,,)> 
;P, , > . . . 1 
be a Jordan basis of the matrix A. Then for d = 1,2,. . . , n 
which implies 
rri( A) a f: mi( A, A,) (d= 1,2 ,..., n). (1.12) 
i=l 
NOW let US show that the converses of the inequalities (1.12) hold. 
To this end, let for some 1 < d < n the vectors fi, . . . , fcj E C” satisfy 
rd( A) = dim S,(f,, . . . , fd). Obviously, in this case rd( A) = 
C:I= 1 mi( AIs,,f ,,..., r,,), A,). From Lemma 1.5 follows that 
mi(Als,,cj, ,.,,, f,,,, A,) = 0 for i = d + 1, . . . , n; and hence r,,(A) = 
Cf=, rni(Als,+c, ,,.__, f,,,, A,). This equality and Lemma 1.4 yield 
rd( A) G i mi( A, A”) (d=1,2 ,...) n). (1.13) 
i=l 
The inequalities (1.12) and (1.13) imply (l.lO), and Theorem 1.2 follows. W 
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In the next proposition we note that it is possible to choose the sequence 
ofvectorsf,,fi ,... sothatford= 1,2 ,..., thefirstdvectorsf,,f, ,..., f,l 
generate the dth cyclic dimension rr,( A) of A. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A E C”‘” he arbitrary. There exists a set of 
vectors fi,. . . , fl satisfying 
dim SA(f,,... >fd) = r<,(A) (d= 1,2 ,...) t), (1.14) 
and r, = n. 
Proof. Assume that A has exactly 1 eigenvalues A,, . . . , A,, and that they 
are ordered so that tj = dimKer(A - AjZ> > tj+, = dimKer(A - Aj+lZ). 
let the vectors 
cp&.., (j) 
cpg>...> 
Vl, m,(A, A,,’ 
(j) 
%, m2(A. A:,)’ 
(j = 1,. . .) 2) (1.15) 
io,‘j\ ’ (j) 
I’ ‘...’ ‘pi,. ,u,,(A, A,, 
form a Jordan basis of A. Then the vectors 
fi = ]C, dSb,,(A.*J (i = 1,2 ,..., tl), 
with qi = max{j : tj > i}, satisfy the condition (1.14). Indeed, in accordance 
with (1.7) for n = 1,2, . . . , t, the following decomposition holds: 
sA(fi~‘..~fd> = 
where ui = min{d, ti). From this, (l.ll), and Theorem 1.1 the equalities 
(1.14) follow. ??
We conclude this section with a remark concerning a more general 
situation, where A is a linear operator acting in infinite dimensional space H. 
In this case cyclic dimensions can be defined by 
f-d(A) = fi,_m~EHdimSpan{Ajf;:i= l,..., d,j= 1,2 ,... ). 
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Furthermore, if all the values r,, (d = 1,2, . . . ) are finite, then all the results 
of this section on cyclic dimensions (i.e. Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2) remain 
valid. Moreover, their proofs simply repeat the arguments given above for the 
finite dimensional case. Therefore Theorem 1.1 can be regarded as an infinite 
dimensional generalization of Theorem 0.1. 
2. DUAL TO GOHBERG-KAASHOEK NUMBERS 
Let {mi}; be a vector with nonnegative integer entries satisfying m, 
mi+, (i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1). The vector k = {ki]; is referred to as dual 
(mi);l if it satisfies 
2 
to 
Following [5, 7.B], introduce for {m,); the incidence matrix B E C”Xn’l, 
so that the first m, entries in the ith row of B are ones and the other entries 
arezeros(i = l,..., n). It is easy to see that the sum of the entries of the ith 
row of B is equal to mi (i = 1,. . . , n), and the sum of the entries in the ith 
column of B is equal to ki (i = 1, . . . , m, ). Obviously, ki = 0 for i = 
m, + 1, . . . , n. 
EXAMPLE. Let (rni)‘y = [4 3 1 0 01’. Then the corresponding incidence 
matrix has the form 
Counting in this matrix the column sums, one obtains that the dual vector is 
given by (ki): = [3 2 2 1 O]?‘. 
The following lemma is combined from statements 7.B.2 and 7.B.5 in [5]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (ki); and (ki): be the uectors dual to (mj); and (m’,);, 
respectively. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
6) (mJF + IdJ;; 
(ii) (ki); + (kJ;. 
Let A E Cnx” be given and a(A) = (A,, . . ., A,). Denote by 
(ki( A, h,))T= I the vectors dual to the vectors (mi( A, $))F=, (j = 1,. . . , 11, 
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respectively. Let {k,( A)}:= 1 be th e vector dual to the vector {m,(A)},?= i, 
whose entries are the Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers of A. 
In accordance with Lemma 2.1, Theorem 0.1 is equivalent to the follow- 
ing theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Given A,, E Cnx”, there exists E > 0 such that any 
matrix A E CnXn with 11 A - Aall < E satisJies 
M 41; -C Ik( AOK. (2.1) 
The direct, simple proof of Theorem 2.2 will be given in the next section. 
3. KERNEL MULTIPLICITIES 
Introduce for A E CnXn the kernel multiplicities by 
Pd( A) = f($y,[*l dim Kerf( A) [d= l,...,m,(A)]. 
E I 
Here C,[h] stands for the set of all complex polynomials in A whose degrees 
do not exceed d. Remark that Theorem 0.1 was proved in [4] by making use 
of the numbers 
e,c A) = min 
f(A)E C,[Al 
rank f( A) [d = l,...,m,(A)]. 
Clearly, the algebraic characteristics 8,(A) and kernel multiplicities pd( A) 
are related as follows: 0,(A) + pd( A) = n for d = 1, . . . , m,(A). 
The following theorem shows that kernel multiplicities can only decrease 
under small perturbations of a matrix. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the matrix A, E CnX” be given. Then there exists 
E > 0 such that any matrix A E C”‘” with [IA - A,,11 < E satisfies 
pJ&) apd(A) (d= l,%...,n) and p,(A,) =p,(A). (3.1) 
Proof. Suppose it were not so. Then for some d there must exist a 
sequence ( Ajj;“= 1 of matrices converging to A,,, such that pd( A,,) < pd( Aj>. 
By the definition of kernel multiplicities there must exist a sequence of 
polynomials {f;.(h)y= i from C,[ A], such that 
pd( A) < dimKerfj( Aj). (3.2) 
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Without any loss of generality we may assume that the sum of the moduli 
of the coefficients of each polynomial f,(h) equals 1, and then the se- 
quence (j$ A)] contains a subsequence &I< A)} converging to some polynomial 
of E C,,[A]. Since fi(Ai) + f(A), it follows from (3.2) that pd(A) < 
w dim Ker f( A), w ic h’ h is imiossible. This proves the theorem. 
The connection between the geometric characteristics pd( A 
dual to Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers k,(A) of A is given in 
theorem. 
> and the 
the next 
THEOREM 3.2. Given A E C”x”, then for d = 1,2,. . . , n the following 
equalities hold: 
Pi = i kit A). 
i=l 
(3.3) 
Clearly, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 immediately imply Theorem 2.2. More- 
over, the relations (3.1) provide a geometric interpretation of the algebraic 
inequalities (2.1). 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is based on the following lemma, which was 
stated in [6]. We provide it here with a short proof. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let {kIj’):=, (j = 1,2,. . . , 1) be 1 vectors which are dual to 
{m!j)}? ( . = i 2 r=l _I , . . . , 11, respectively. Define m, = Cl = 1 my) (i = 1, . . . , n), 
and! let {ki}; be’the vector which is dual to the vector {mi};. 
Then the vector {kJ; is obtained by arranging in a nonincreasing order 
the n numbers with maximal magnitude from {ka) : d = 1,. . . , n, j = 
1 ) . . . , I}. 
Proof. Let B E C nX ml be the incidence matrix corresponding to the 
vector {nli};. Let Bj E C”x”P’ be the incidence matrices corresponding to 
the vectors { m!j)};= 1 (j = 1 , . . . ,I). It is easy to see that the matrix B is 
derived from the block matrix [B, B, *-. B,] by swapping the columns in 
nonincreasing order. This proves the lemma. ??
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Assume that A has exactly 1 distinct eigenvalues 
A i>‘“> A,. The equalities 
dimKer(A - h,)” = i ki(A, Aj) (j = l,...,Z) (3.4) 
i=l 
are given in [3, Proposition 2.2.61, and they can be easily deduced using the 
Jordan form of A. 
Let f(A) be an arbitrary polynomial from C,[ A]. Represent f(h) as 
f(A) = (A - A$ . ..(A - A$‘g(A), 
where g(A) does not vanish on a( A). From the latter equality, (3.4), and the 
analysis of the Jordan form of A it follows that 
dimKerf( A) = i dimKer( A - A,)t’ = f: i kj(A, hi). (3.5) 
i=l i=lj=l 
To obtain the maximum over all polynomials f(A) E C,[ A] in (3.31, one has 
to choose for the right hand side d maximal numbers from the set 
{ki(A, Aj):j = l,..., I, i = l,..., m,( A, Aj>}. From that and Lemma 3.3 
the equalities (3.3) follow. The theorem is proved. ??
4. APPENDIX. TWO EXAMPLES 
Here we illustrate Theorem 0.1 with two simple examples, which are 
close to those given in [4, 11. 
EXAMPLE 1. Denote by J,(a) a single Jordan block of size rr correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue a, and let 
A,= [,,) j.;o)] (n=k+s), 
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where we assume k > s. Clearly, 0 is the only eigenvalue of A, with 
m,( A,,, 0) = k, m,( A,,, 0) = s, and mi( A,, 0) = 0 for i > 3. Set 
where the only nonzero entry E of D E Ckxs occupies the (k, s) position. 
Straightforward computation shows that 11 A - AoIl = E, and that the matrix 
A has only one eigenvalue 0 with 
m,( A,O) = k + 1, m,( A,O) = s - 1, 
and mi( A,,O) = 0 for i 2 3. (4.1) 
Indeed, let {eiJ; stand for the standard orthonormal basis in C”, so that 
Ie,, e2,. . . , ekJ and {ek+ i, e1;+2,.,., e,) form two Jordan chains of the matrix 
A,. It is easy to see that {Ee, ,..., &eZk_n+i, &e2k_,,+2 + ek+i ,..., &ek + 
e,- 1, e,J and lek + i, . . . , e,, _ i} form two Jordan chains of the perturbation A, 
and (4.1) follows. 
This is an example of a perturbation where the eigenvalues of a matrix 
remain unchanged, with the larger of the Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers in- 
creasing at the expense of the smaller. 
EXAMPLE 2. Now let 
i.e., the only nonzero entry 1 of C E CkX ’ occupies the (k, 1) position. 
Clearly, the matrix A, has the only eigenvalue 0 with m,(A,, 0) = n, and 
mi( A,,, 0) = 0 for i > 2. Now set 
It is easy to see that the matrix A has exactly two eigenvalues, 0 and E, with 
mi( A, E) = k, m,( A, 0) = s, and m,( A, E) = mi( A, 0) = 0 for i > 2. Obvi- 
ously /iA - AoIl = E and 
mi( Ao) = mi( A) (i = 1,2 ) . . . ,  n). 
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This is an example of a perturbation where one eigenvalue of a matrix is split 
in two and the Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers remain unchanged. 
Let a matrix A, E CnXn be given. Following [4, 11, we may remark 
that by applying a sequence of elementary perturbations, as described in 
the above two examples, one can easily construct a small perturbation of A, 
with any Jordan structure, which obeys (0.1). This proves assertion (ii) of 
Theorem 0.1. 
It is a pleasure to thank A. Markus for fruitful discussions and C. Davis 
for suggestions that improved the exposition of the paper. 
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